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destination were a profession or the priesthood, by
entering which he would add to the family's position.
But an only son would be held disloyal to his family
if he did not remain on .the farm, however poor his
prospects.
Inevitably connected with all this is the feeling that
a man who adds farm to farm is wronging his neigh-
bours : and when the purpose is merely to extend
pasturage which gives no employment, the successful
farmer will find himself in certain ill-repute, and in
possible danger as a " land-grabber." The feeling is
natural: tracts of land are shown which once supported
twenty families and now carry nothing but bullocks
with one herd's house : and it is certain that the
land if subdivided among the many seeking it would
produce more actual wealth, though quite possibly
less nett profit. But even if farms were consolidated
into one large holding, worked with superior skill
and plenty of capital, public opinion would still run
strong against the successful farmer; although he
might employ as many people as before got their
living from the land, and give them a securer livelihood,
he would have lowered their status and destroyed
their self-esteem.
Thus the physical aspect of Ireland is that of a
country where land is passionately sought after for
farming, yet which as a whole shows little aspect of
skilled agriculture. It resembles England and Brittany
in being everywhere broken up into small fields by a
network of rough hedges which occupy a great part
of its total extent. The smaller the farms, the smaller
the fields, and the great bulk of the farms are very
small. The cultivation is nowhere neat and often
slovenly: appearance is despised* A gap filled with
stones or bushes is more common than a gate, and
a gate that swings free on its hinges is very rare.
Experts maintain that the productive power is lessened
by a lack of shelter-belts* It is at all events true that
the country is almost entirely stripped of timber.

